A random map is a discrete time dynamical system in which one of a number of transformations is selected randomly and implemented. Random maps have been used recently to model interference effects in quantum physics. The main results of this paper deal with the Lyapunov exponents for higher dimensional random maps, where the individual maps are Jabtofiski maps on the n-dimensional cube.
Introduction
Ergodic theory of dynamical systems deals with the qualitative analysis of iterations of a single transformation. Ulam and von Neuman [12] suggested the study of more general systems where one applies at each iteration a different transformation chosen at random from a set of transformations. In this setting one could consider a single transformation, where parameters defining the transformation are allowed to vary discretely or even continuously.
The importance of studying higher dimensional random maps is, in part, inspired by fractals that are fixed points of iterated functions systems [1] . The above definition represents as a Markov stochastic process with transition probability function .P(x,A) E PtXA('rtx).
t=l
There is an alternative way [10] of defining the random map 3. Let f]-{w-(Wo, Col,...): w 1,2,...; i-0,1, 2, .}. Let (r" ft--,ft be the left shift, i.e., r(w0, Wl, c2,"" ") (Wl, c2,"" ")"
Then the random map 11 can be represented as the skew-product transformation T: X x fX x f defined by T(x, w) (tWo(X), r(w)), (x, w) Let P be the product measure on f, P((w0,...))= p, for any w 0 E {1,2,...}.
We will show that the measure # given by #(Bx(w0,...))= (B)P(wo) where P(wo)-P((wo,...)), is T invariant. We have:
(r t-1B)P(t)P(wo) P(wo) P(t) (r t-1B) t=l t=l P(wo)Tt (b) #(B x (Wo,...)). 
